We study a complex class of stochastic programming problems involving a joint chance constraint with random technology matrix and stochastic quadratic inequalities. We present a basic mixedinteger nonlinear reformulation based on Boolean modeling and derive several variants of it. We present detailed empirical results comparing the various reformulations and several easy to implement algorithmic ideas that improve performances of the mixed-integer nonlinear solver Couenne for solving these problems. Guidelines on how to tune the solver and selecting reformulations are presented. The test instances are epidemiology and disaster management facility location models and cover the three types of stochastic quadratic inequalities, namely product of two variables that are (i) both binary, (ii) binary and continuous, or (iii) both continuous.
Introduction
A chance-constrained problem is a stochastic programming optimization problem involving one or more stochastic constraints that must hold simultaneously with a minimum given probability. Applications of chance constraint problems are numerous, e.g., management of resources [62] , financial risk management [14] , process engineering [24] (see [53] for additional examples and references).
Chance constraint problems are very challenging to solve in practice as they typically involve nonlinearities, nonconvexities, discrete variables, and random variables. Even checking the feasibility of a given solution might already be hard in practice and NP-hard in theory. In this paper, we assume no particular form for the joint distribution of the random variables. We consider that the distribution is given as a collection of joint realizations of the random variables, i.e., a problem with a discrete joint distribution. Probabilistic programming problems with finitely distributed random variables (see, e.g., [21, 52, 58] ) are challenging and pervasive. Discrete distributions can capture features such as skewness or kurtosis, and are frequently used either directly or as empirical approximations of a general distribution.
The problems studied in this paper are significantly more complex than typical chance constraint problems studied in the literature. They have three distinguishing features: (i) the presence of several stochastic inequalities that must be satisfied jointly with a specified probability (as opposed to having a single stochastic inequality); (ii) the presence of random variables in the left-hand side of the inequalities (i.e., as opposed to only in the right-hand side); (iii) the stochastic inequalities are quadratic, i.e., sums of terms that may involve the product of up to two decision variables and one random variable (as opposed to linear, where only sums of products of a single decision variable with a random variable can occur). Chance constraint problems with features (i) and (ii) are known as having a multi-row random technology matrix. We call problems with all three features Quadratic and Multi-row chance-constrained optimization problems and denote them by QM.
In this paper, we develop theory and algorithmic approaches to solve QM to optimality. Problem QM has r decision variables that can be continuous or binary. We assume that x j ∈ R for j = 1, 2, . . . , r 1 and x j ∈ {0, 1} for j = r 1 + 1, r 1 + 2, . . . , r 1 + r 2 = r. In addition, it also has a set of random variables ξ following a joint discrete distribution with finite support and not assumed to be independent. The objective function is linear in the decision variables and does not involve the random variables. The problem has a set of stochastic inequalities (indexed by i ∈ I) that must hold jointly with a specified probability level p. Each such inequality includes products of two decision variables (x j 1 and x j 2 ) and one stochastic variable ξ i j 1 j 2 , and its right hand side is deterministic. The multi-row technology matrix is therefore random. Let J be the set of all pairs of indices of decision variables appearing in a monomial of these stochastic constraints. The problem might have additional deterministic constraints g b (x) ≤ 0 for b = 1, 2, . . . , m that are convex. The notation P refers to a probability measure.
The base formulation of problem QM thus reads:
subject to
P j=( j 1 , j 2 )∈J s i j x j 1 x j 2 ξ i j ≤ d i , i ∈ I ≥ p (3)
The constraints (3) are known as multi-row probabilistic constraint with random technology matrix. For discretely distributed random variables, the feasible set of QM is non-convex even when all the decision variables are continuous and the deterministic constraints are linear [11] . The type of reformulation studied in this paper assumes that the problem QM is monotone in ξ, i.e., ifx is feasible forξ, then x is also feasible for all ξ in the support of the distribution with ξ ≤ξ. While this condition might seem restrictive, it is actually a very general property that most applications exhibit either in their natural formulation or after replacing some ξ i j by −ξ i j and changing the sign of the corresponding coefficients s i j . Note that the monotone property holds if for all j ∈ J and all i, i ∈ I we have s i j s i j ≥ 0, and in particular if each random variable appears in at most one of the stochastic inequalities.
For such a monotone problem QM, an optimal solution of the proposed reformulation gives a feasible but possibly suboptimal solution. In Section 2.2.1, we give sufficient conditions under which an optimal solution of the reformulation gives an optimal solution of QM. These conditions are satisfied in the applications studied in this paper, namely propagation of diseases or viruses [22, 25] and facility location in the plane [23] . Additional examples of applications fitting the QM model are some transportation problems [27] , network flow problems with quadratic costs [63] , pooling problems [42] , international supply chain problems with transfer pricing [50] , siting problems of electrical substations [49] , and transmission network expansion problems [38] . This shows that the proposed approach can be used in multiple application areas and industrial sectors.
The left-hand sides of the stochastic inequalities (3) are denoted by h i (ξ, x). They include bilinear terms x j 1 x j 2 multiplied by a random variable ξ i j and by a constant coefficient s i j , where j = ( j 1 , j 2 ) ∈ J. They are not assumed to be convex or even separable. The problem QM is general enough to encompass the following cases: (i) Some monomials involve fewer than three variables with at most one random variable and at most two decision variables. In that case, we can add at most two artificial decision variables and at most one random variable and fix them to 1 to fit the base formulation QM.
(ii) Some decision variables are general integer with finite upper and lower bounds instead of being binary variables. In that case, we can replace each general integer variable by a sum of binary variables. Note that modifying the method presented in this paper to handle directly general integer variables is possible and is likely to be more efficient, but since the applications we consider below involve only binary variables, we restrict the presentation to the binary case.
Probabilistic programming problems with random technology matrix have first been studied by Kataoka [32] . He considers an individual (one-row) chance constraint with random technology matrix where the vector ξ of random variables is assumed to be normally distributed. If the prescribed probability level p is at least 0.5, they show that the chance constraint can be equivalently reformulated as a second-order cone one. We focus here our review on chance constraint with joint (multi-row) random technology matrix. The complexity of these problems increases with the number |I| of inequalities that must hold jointly. Very few results are known for constraints with multi-row random technology matrix. They are generally limited to the case where the probabilistic constraints P(h i (ξ, x) ≥ 0, i ∈ I) ≥ p are linear, i.e., of the form h i (ξ, x) = ξ i x − d i , i ∈ I. Inequalities containing products of one random variable by one decision variable are called stochastic linear inequalities in the stochastic programming literature.
For discretely distributed random variables, Ruszczyński [56] derived cutting planes based on precedence knapsack constraints and used them within a branch-and-cut algorithm. Tanner and Ntaimo [59] proposed a Mixed-integer Linear Programming (MILP) formulation in which they incorporate irreducibly infeasible optimality cuts. Beraldi and Bruni [11] and Beraldi et al. [12] have both relied upon the concept of p-efficiency [52] and specialized branch-and-bound algorithms to solve a reformulation of the probabilistic set covering problem. Using Monte Carlo approaches, sample approximation methods have been shown to find good solutions for the original problem and provide statistical bounds on the solution quality. Recently, Kogan and Lejeune [33] proposed a Boolean method to solve problems with joint probabilistic constraints in which the elements of the multi-row random technology matrix follow a joint probability distribution. For continuously distributed random variables, the focus has been on the identification of conditions under which the feasible set defined by the chance constraint is convex (see, e.g., [29, 51] ) and on methods allowing for the computation of the gradients and value of multivariate continuous distributions, in particular the Gaussian one (see, e.g., [28, 62] ). All the above papers considered only the case where the stochastic constraints are linear, i.e.,
The method developed in this paper builds on the deterministic Boolean programming [20] reformulation of linear chance constraint problems introduced in [39, 40] . The method uses for each random variable ξ i j a number of discrete values called cut points and an associated binary vector to represent the value of ξ i j . When the cut points are chosen appropriately, the mapping of the values of the random variables in a scenario to a set of binary vectors allows for a linear description of the set of feasible realizations. Strengths of this method are: (i) the approach can handle any type of dependency between random variables; (ii) the method can be applied to any type (linear, quadratic, etc.) of stochastic inequalities; (iii) the size of the reformulated problem, in particular its number of binary variables, do not grow linearly with the number of scenarios used to represent uncertainty, but with the number of cut points used in the binarization process [39, 33] . Point (iii) is particularly important and sets apart the binarization approach from other methods. The base reformulation can then be further simplified into a mixed-integer (linear or not) optimization problem in which the number of binary variables or quadratic mixed-integer terms (depending on the specifics of the problem) is only a function of the number of cut points used in the binarization process and not on the number of scenarios. The number of cut points grows but very slowly with the number of scenarios.
To the best of our knowledge, this study is the first one that proposes a reformulation and algorithmic framework allowing for the solution of chance-constrained programming problem of type QM. Our contribution span across the modeling, algorithmic, and computational fronts. It straddles stochastic, mixed-integer nonlinear and Boolean programming as well as application areas within the Operations Research discipline. Indeed, the models studied are relevant in multiple industrial sectors and have extended applicability.
We present a new mixed-integer nonlinear reformulation based on Boolean modeling and derive several sparser variants of it that provide significant computational benefits. We present detailed empirical results comparing the various reformulations and several algorithmic ideas are implemented to provide two new nonlinear branch-and-bound algorithms that improve the performance of the mixed-integer nonlinear solver Couenne [9, 17] . The improvement is linked to one of the most difficult decision regarding branching decisions for solving mixed-integer nonlinear programs, namely anticipating the effect of branching on a continuous variable versus branching on a continuous one. While comparing the effect of branching either on two integer variables or on two continuous variables can be done relatively well, comparing between two variables of different types is empirically hard.
Guidelines on how to tune the solver and to select reformulations are presented. The test instances are epidemiology and disaster management facility location models and cover the three types of stochastic quadratic inequalities, namely product of two variables that are (i) both binary, (ii) binary and continuous, or (iii) both continuous.
In Section 2, we succinctly describe the Boolean reformulation framework and propose new extension for the models studied in this paper. In Section 3, we derive a series of reformulations for the stochastic programming problem QM. Section 4 presents the disaster management facility location and epidemiology problems used to benchmark our method. Section 5 describes the algorithmic methods. Section 6 details the new nonlinear branch-and-bound algorithms and analyzes the computational results, while Section 7 provides concluding remarks.
Boolean Modeling Framework
In this section, we present the Boolean programming framework introduced in [33, 39, 40 ] that we will extend to reformulate the type of probabilistic constraint studied in this paper. The Boolean Programming method was initially designed to handle joint probabilistic constraints with dependent random right-hand sides [39, 40] and later extended to stochastic programming problems with joint probabilistic constraints and multi-row random technology matrix [33] . In [41] , the Boolean framework is implemented to tackle multiobjective probabilistic problems in which the reliability level is a decision variable. While in the above studies all stochastic inequalities are linear, we consider here quadratic stochastic inequalities, which poses additional challenges in terms of reformulation and solution methods. The Boolean modeling framework involves the construction of the set of recombinations, the binarization of the probability distribution and the partially defined Boolean function representation of a chance constraint (Section 2.1), and the modeling of the feasible area of a chance constraint with a system of mixed-integer nonlinear inequalities (Section 2.2). Readers familiar with the topic will see that Section 2.1 and Section 2.2.1 are essentially based on Sections 2.1 and 2.2 in [33] . New results extending the Boolean modeling method are presented in Section 2.2.2 and Section 3.
Recombinations, Binarization, and Boolean functions
To simplify the exposition, we assume that ξ i j = ξ i j , for all i, i ∈ I. The method can handle the case where this assumption is not met without any conceptual modification, but requires heavier notation. We thus drop the subscript i in ξ i j and rewrite the chance constraint (3) as follows:
Let Ω be the set of all realizations (scenarios) ω k , k = 1, 2, . . . , |Ω| that characterize the joint probability distribution function F of ξ.
Definition 1 [39]
The realization ω k ∈ Ω is p-sufficient if and only if P(ξ ≤ ω k ) = F(ω k ) ≥ p and is p-insufficient otherwise.
The concept of p-sufficiency defined above must not be confused with the p-efficiency concept [52] that imposes stricter conditions. A p-sufficient realization defines sufficient conditions for (3) to hold. Let F j be the marginal probability distribution of ξ j . The inequalities based on the univariate quantile
define necessary conditions for P(ξ ≤ ω k ) ≥ p. The direct productΩ = C 1 × . . . × C |J| of the sets
provides the setΩ of recombinations [33] that defines the exhaustive list of points that can be p-sufficient based on the univariate quantile rule. The setΩ is partitioned into the set of p-sufficient recombinations
We index the setΩ (resp.Ω + ,Ω − ) with the index set K (resp. K + , K − ), i.e.,Ω = {ω k : k ∈ K}. We now binarize the probability distribution and the set of recombinations with a set of values called cut points [15] . For each j ∈ J, a collection c j1 < c j2 < . . . < c jn j of cut points are selected, with n j , j ∈ J being the number of cut points associated with j. Then the binarization of the value ω k j maps it to the vector
The binarization of a vector ω k is obtained by the binarization of each of its components. By definition, the set of relevant Boolean vectors β k is regularized (as defined in [20] ), i.e.,
For the binarization to be useful, the set of cut points must be selected such that the setΩ + B of binarizations of all recombinations inΩ + is disjoint from the setΩ − B of those obtained fromΩ − . A set of cut points satisfying this condition is said consistent. To derive a consistent set, we use the method proposed in [39, 40] , which is itself inspired from constructive approaches stemming from the combinatorial data mining literature [15] .
Definition 2 [40]
The sufficient-equivalent consistent set of cut points is given by:
where the sets C j are defined by (7) .
The use of the sufficient-equivalent set of cut points partitions the set of relevant Boolean vectors into the disjoint sets of p-sufficientΩ + B and p-insufficientΩ − B relevant Boolean vectors, and permits the derivation of a partially defined Boolean function modeling the satisfiability of the chance constraint (3).
. A numerical example of application of the Boolean method is given in Appendix I.
Chance Constraint Feasibility with System of Mixed-Integer Nonlinear Inequalities
In this section, we use the partially defined Boolean function (pdBf) representation of the chance constraint to obtain a system of mixed-integer nonlinear inequalities enforcing the feasibility of (3). We first list properties of threshold Boolean functions and then extend recent results obtained for the stochastic linear case [33, 39] .
Properties of Threshold Boolean Function
The following two definitions are useful to derive a set of mixed-integer nonlinear inequalities defining the feasible set of the chance constraint (3).
Definition 4 [20]
A function f : {0, 1} n → {0, 1} is a threshold Boolean function if, for all (a 1 , . . . , a n ) ∈ {0, 1} n , there exists λ ∈ R n and θ ∈ R, such that f (a 1 , . . . , a n ) = 1 if and only if n l=1 λ l a l ≥ θ.
The (n + 1)-tuple (λ, θ) is a separating structure for the threshold Boolean function f .
Definition 5 Let f be a Boolean function and let T (resp. F ) be the sets of points for which f takes value 1 (resp. 0). The function f is said a tight minorant of a pdBf g 
has a feasible solution.
Inequalities (11) mean that each p-insufficient realization is also defined as p-insufficient by the separating structure (λ, θ) characterizing the tight minorant f . 
defines a threshold tight minorant f with integral separating structure (λ * , |J|) ∈ {0,
belongs toΩ + . There is at least one ω k ∈Ω + for which (16) holds.
Any feasible solution λ * of the system (13)- (15) permits to derive a p-sufficient recombination j∈J n j l=1 λ * jl c jl and can thus be used to obtain a feasible solution for (3).
Mixed-Integer Nonlinear Feasible Set
We now propose a new system of linear inequalities having the same properties as (13)- (15) . This new system is smaller than (13)- (15) . We first construct a partially ordered set in the space of p-insufficient recombinations k ∈ K − . Definition 8 For any ω k , ω k ∈Ω − , the partial order over the setΩ − B is defined by
If (17) holds, the p-insufficient recombination ω k is said to be dominated by ω k . We define the set Ω − of all recombinations whose binarization is dominated by at least one other (distinct) binarization of a recombination in Ω − B . We index the setΩ − withK − . We have the following strengthening of (13)- (15) .
Lemma 9
The feasible set defined by the system of inequalities
is equivalent to the one defined by (13) .
λ jl β k jl for any λ jl ∈ {0, 1}. The result follows. Lemma 9 implies that instead of deriving a threshold tight minorant for g Ω + B ,Ω − B , it is enough and equivalent to derive a threshold tight minorant for g Ω + B ,Ω − B . The next step is to use the threshold structure of the tight minorant of the pdBf g Ω + B ,Ω − B to derive a system of inequalities representing exactly the feasible area defined by the chance constraint (3). 
is feasible for the chance constraint (3).
Proof. Let (x,λ) a feasible solution of the above system. As shown in Theorem 7,λ defines a threshold tight minorant f and G = ω k ∈Ω :
Furthermore, due to the definition of the sufficient-equivalent set of cut points, it is always possible to find ω k ∈ G such that:
Since ω k ∈ G ⊆Ω + B , we have P ξ ≤ ω k ≥ p, and:
Therefore, it follows from (20) and (22) that:
We now characterize in Corollary 13 a series of sufficient conditions under which the feasible sets defined by the chance constraint (3) and the system of inequalities given in Theorem 12 are identical. is equivalent to the feasible set of the chance constraint (3) if the set of stochastic inequalities subject to the probabilistic requirement takes one of the following forms:
(i) Each stochastic inequality in (3) has exactly one monomial, i.e.,
(ii) Each stochastic inequality in (3) contains exactly one random variable, i.e.,
(iii) Each stochastic inequality in (3) contains exactly one pair of decision variables x i 1 x i 2 :
is the product of a sum of random variables by a sum of product of two decision variables, i.e.,
(v) Each stochastic inequality in (3) is a sum of trilinear terms x j 1 x j 2 ξ i j and at most one of them can be non-zero.
(vi) The system of inequalities subject to the probabilistic requirement includes any mix or combination of stochastic inequalities of the form described in (i) to (v).
Proof. Theorem 12 shows that if (x,λ) is a feasible solution of (4); (14)- (15); (18)- (19) thenx is feasible for (3). We show now that there exists a p-sufficient recombination ω ∈Ω for whichx is feasible. (i) Let
and
The probability that a feasiblex for QM satisfies (3) is P(ξ i ≤ t i , i ∈ I). Thenx is feasible for all ω such that ω i ≥ t i . As we assume that the probability distribution is discrete, all such ω which components ω i , i ∈ I having a positive probability of occurrence are recombinations in a set S with S ⊆Ω + . Define ω i = min s∈S {s i } for i ∈ I. Observe that ω ∈Ω + and thatx is feasible for ω.
(ii): Similar proof as in (i), as we have a single random variable in each stochastic inequality.
We can now rewrite (26) as
As ξ i j is discretely distributed with finite support, so is ζ i . As (28) has the same form as (24), the proof of (i) applies here too.
(iv): The chance constraint (27) can be recast as
similar to (25) . (v): For all i ∈ I, the stochastic inequality i is equivalent to the stochastic inequalities s i j x j 1 x j 2 ≤ d i for all j ∈ J, and thus the proof of (i) applies.
(vi): The proofs of (i)-(v) essentially show that each stochastic inequality is equivalent to a collection of inequalities of type (i).
Mixed-Integer Nonlinear Programming Reformulations
In this section, we derive a series of mixed-integer nonlinear programming reformulations for problem QM and present their characteristics.
Basic Model M1
The first reformulation M1 is obtained by a direct application of Theorem 12. is equivalent to the probabilistic programming problem QM.
Problem M1 is a Mixed-Integer NonLinear Programming (MINLP) problem involving trilinear terms x j 1 x j 2 λ jl for j = ( j 1 , j 2 ) ∈ J and its continuous relaxation is in general non-convex. Such problems are usually NP-hard to solve. Problem M1 contains n = j∈J n j binary variables λ jl as defined in (15), |Ω − B | knapsack constraints of form (13), |J| set partitioning constraints of form (14), and |I| nonlinear constraints (19) .
We now present a number of reformulations whose relevance depends on the properties of the trilinear terms x j 1 x j 2 λ jl . These properties are here understood in terms of the continuous or binary nature of the decision variables x j 1 and x j 2 . The variables λ jl are always binary. The MINLP reformulations presented in Sections 3.2 and 3.3 are the most general ones and are always applicable regardless of whether the variables x j 1 and x j 2 are continuous or not. The MILP reformulation presented in Section 3.3 is applicable if at least one of the two variables x j 1 x j 2 in each trilinear term is integer.
Sparse Reformulation M2
The derivation of the model proposed in this section involves two main steps. First, we derive a new and sparser system of mixed-integer inequalities (different from those mentioned in Section 2.2.2 and in [33] ) to define the feasible set of a chance constraint. Second, we use the McCormick convexification step to reformulate the mixed-integer trilinear terms as bilinear ones.
Theorem 15
Consider an arbitrary ω k ∈Ω − B and let¯ can be equivalently reformulated as:
using the one-to-one correspondence between λ and γ variables given by
Proof. As the transformation T given by (35) is one-to-one and linear, the polytope P corresponding to the linear relaxation of (30); (14)- (15) is mapped to a polytope Q := T (P) and there is a one-to-one correspondence between their respective facets. Observe that the facets of P are (30), (14) , and λ jl ≥ 0 for all j ∈ J, l ∈ 1, 2, . . . , n j . Moreover, (14) is mapped to (33) , and λ jl ≥ 0 for all j ∈ J, l ∈ 1, 2, . . . , n j are mapped to (32) together with γ jn j ≥ 0. The result thus holds if (30) is mapped to (31) , as the remaining inequalities in the system 31-(34) are implied by the others. To show that (30) is mapped to (31) , observe that the constraint
is equivalent to (30) . From the definition of¯ ( j), we have 1 − β jl = 0 for l ≤¯ ( j), and 1
Using ( Note that although the two systems in the above theorem are equivalent in term of their number of facets, number of extreme points and integer feasible solutions, there are notable advantages to using (31)- (34) . First, the number of nonzero entries in the facet defining inequalities is smaller. This usually translates in faster solution times. Second, in term of branching, one can note that branching on a variable λ jl yields very unbalanced benefits in the two branches. In the branch where λ jl is set to 1, all variables λ jk for k l are set to 0 while not much progress is made in the branch where λ jl is set to 0. On the other hand, if we branch on a variable γ jl , then in the branch where γ jl is set to 1, all variables γ jk for k < l are set to 1 and in the branch where γ jl is set to 0, all variables γ jk for k > l are also set to 0. The effect of the transformation is of course similar to defining the variables λ jl as an SOS1 [3] set, but the sparsity of the system (31)-(34) has also its benefit in term of bound tightening propagation used in mixed-integer nonlinear solvers such as Couenne. Bound tightening procedures are described in more details in Section 5.
In order to reformulate M1 using Theorem 15, we need to take care of the computation of n j l=1 λ jl c jl , j ∈ J appearing in (19). To this aim, we define the constants o jl , j ∈ J, l = 1, . . . , n j as
Each o jl+1 measures the distance between two consecutive cut points c jl and c jl+1 . It follows immediately from (38) that
Lemma 16 follows.
The feasible region defined by {(4); (14) − (15); (18); (19)} is equivalent to the one defined by the system of inequalities
The mixed-integer trilinear problem M2-1
is equivalent to M1.
We now present reformulations of M2-1 using the McCormick reformulation of bilinear terms [48] in various ways. This assumes that the variables implied in the substitution are bounded, a typical situation. In the application we consider, we always have 0 ≤ x j 1 ≤ u j 1 < ∞ for all j 1 = 1, . . . , r. We thus present the McCormick reformulation for that particular case. We linearize each mixed-integer bilinear term x j 1 γ jl in (41) and introduce an auxiliary decision variable y jl that the four McCormick inequalities
force to take value x j 1 γ jl . Indeed, (42) and (45) guarantee that y jl is equal to 0 if γ jl = 0, while (43) and (44) make sure that y jl = x j 1 if λ jl = 1. This, in turn, allows to replace the trilinear term x j 1 x j 2 γ jl by the bilinear one x j 2 y jl . The above results lead to the MINLP problem M2-1-MC presented in Lemma 17.
Lemma 17
The mixed-integer nonlinear programming problem M2-1-MC
(2) ; (4) ; (32) − (34) ; (40) ; (42) − (45) is equivalent to M1.
Problem M2-1-MC is also an MINLP problem whose continuous relaxation is in general non-convex and in which the set partitioning constraints (14) are removed and some binary variables are fixed. In M2-1, if s i j ≥ 0, we introduce the auxiliary variables e j , j ∈ J constrained by
in order to reduce the number of trilinear terms in the inequalities (41) . Recall that x ∈ R r 1 + . This yields the mixed-integer nonlinear programming problem M2-2 
Mixed-Integer Linear Reformulations with Trilinear Terms Including at Least Two Binary Variables
In this section, we consider the cases where the trilinear terms x j 1 x j 2 γ jl include at least two binary variables. Recall that the variables γ jl are always binary. Using two McCormick reformulations, we derive an MILP reformulation for this case. Note that the MINLP formulations derived in sections 3.1 and 3.2 remain valid. In each trilinear term x j 1 x j 2 γ jl , one of the two variables x j 1 or x j 2 is assumed to be binary. Without loss of generality, we assume that this variable is always x j 1 . As in Section 3.2, we start with the linearization of each bilinear term x j 1 γ jl in (19) by introducing the auxiliary decision variable y jl and the McCormick inequalities (42)- (45) . As y jl is the product of two binary variables, it is automatically binary. We can thus now apply a second round of McCormick reformulation, introducing variables v jl for the bilinear terms y jl x j 2 and the inequalities:
The two successive series of McCormick inequalities lead to the MILP problem M3.
Lemma 18 The mixed-integer linear programming problem M3 M3 : max q T x subject to (2) ; (4) ; (32) − (34) ; (40) ; (42) 
is equivalent to the probabilistic programming problem QM in which for all ( j 1 , j 2 ) ∈ J at least one of the two variables x j1 and x j2 is binary.
Application Problems
In this section we described two applications used for the computational testing of the reformulations presented in Section 3. Algorithmic methods and specific algorithmic development for solving these instances are described in Section 5. The problems described below are selected so that depending on the reformulation used, we obtain a problem of type QM with trilinear terms involving either (i) one continuous and two binary variables (Section 4.1), or (ii) two continuous and one binary variables (Section 4.2), or (iii) three binary variables (Section 4.3).
Probabilistic Facility Location and Assignment with Random Demand: Trilinear Terms with One Continuous and Two Binary Variables
In this section, we study a type of facility location problems in which (i) the demand is stochastic [5, 13, 16, 35] ; (ii) a fixed number of facilities can be opened anywhere in the Euclidean plane [4, 10, 6] ; (iii) the distances are measured with the Manhattan (or L 1 ) metric [23, 36] ; (iv) the facilities are capacitated; and (v) each customer is served by a single facility. The objective is to minimize an upper-bound U on the weighted total-distance (i.e., the sum of the product of the demand of each customer times the distance to the facility serving that customer) such that the bound U is satisfied with a specified reliability level p. A related model was studied in [16] in which the demand is normally distributed and a set of candidate locations to open the facilities is pre-defined.
Let D be the set of demand points and M be the number of facilities to be opened. The random demand originating from d is denoted by ξ d . The maximum demand level stemming from d is given by U d . The parameter C i is the capacity of facility i. The binary variable y id takes value 1 if the demand point d is served by facility i. The probabilistic total weighted distance is t = 
This distance function can be linearized with the introduction of non-negative auxiliary variables s id and s id and using the constraints (55)- (59):
The problem is thus formulated as:
subject to (55) − (59)
The plane where the facilities can be opened is delineated which provides lower and upper bounds for the coordinates of the facilities (see (64) and (65)). The constraints (62) stipulate that each demand point is assigned to and served by exactly one facility. The constraints (63) ensure that the capacity of a facility is never exceeded. Using the proposed Boolean approach, the reformulation of the above stochastic problem takes the form of an MINLP problem and includes trilinear terms involving the product of two binary variables by one continuous. The instances handled in the numerical section are based on a real-life disaster network (see, e.g., [30, 55] that corresponds to the US Southeastern area. This region is frequently hit by hurricanes and it is crucial to have a network enabling a timely provision of emergency commodities (water, medical kits, food) [55] . The network includes 30 demand points (Brownsville, Corpus Christi, San Antonio, Dallas, Houston,Little Rock, Memphis, Biloxi, Jackson, Monroe, Lake Charles, Baton Rouge, Hammond, New Orleans, Mobile, Birmingham, Nashville, Atlanta, Savannah, Columbia, Charlotte, Wilmington, Charleston, Tallahassee, Lake City, Jacksonville, Orlando, Tampa, Miami, and Key West). We have generated problem instances that differ in terms of the number of scenarios (5,000, 10,000), the reliability level enforced (0.8, 0.85, 0.9, 0.95), and the number of warehouses (2, 3, 4) that can be opened. The AMPL and nl files corresponding to all instances used in this paper can be downloaded from [47].
Probabilistic Facility Location with Random Demand: Trilinear Terms with Two Continuous and One Binary Variables
The difference with the model proposed in this section and the one proposed in Section 4.1 is that each client may be served by more than one facility. The basic reformulation includes mixed-integer trilinear 
As in Section 4.1, the test instances correspond to the real disaster network considered in [55] .
Probabilistic Response Model to Propagation of Epidemics: Trilinear Terms with Three Binary Variables
We consider here a stochastic response model that limits the propagation of epidemics or viral attacks in a network. The recent literature devoted to this area is abundant [22, 25, 37, 54] . The Center for Disease Control and Prevention plays an instrumental role in supporting this research and has, for example, developed resource allocation to keep under control the HIV incidence [37] . The time at which the disease is identified, its lethality level, and the rate at which it propagates are difficult to estimate. Decisions have to be taken under a substantial amount of uncertainty [54] , and stochastic models explicitly accounting for this uncertainty are needed. Consider a network modeled as an undirected graph G = (V, E) with vertex set V and edge set E. The set of nodes may correspond to locations, users, or patients, and the edges represent connections or propagation links. Let V c ⊆ V be a set of infected nodes and V u = V \ V c be the set of nodes susceptible to be infected. The objective is to maximize the utility of the network, defined as the maximization of the number of currently non-infected nodes that can remain open. Decisions to be taken concern the nodes that must be shut down so that the tolerable level of threat is not exceeded. A binary decision variable y i , i ∈ V u defines whether node i susceptible to be contaminated can remain open (y i = 1) or must be closed (y i = 0). The random rate at which a disease propagates from node i to v is denoted by ξ i j . The acceptable threat level as node i is upper bounded by the parameter t i , while t i j is the maximal threat level admissible for the arc (i, j). The notation r 0 i refers to the level of threat of node i if i is isolated. The set N(i) = { j ∈ V : (i, j) ∈ E} contains the nodes directly connected to i. The problem is formulated as a probabilistically constrained stochastic programming problem including bilinear stochastic inequalities:
The reformulations M1, M2-1, and M2-2 of the above chance constraint contain trilinear terms involving each the product of three binary variables. Each trilinear term is multiplied by a coefficient c i jl ∈ [0, 1] which can be understood as a possible value taken by the random rate at which node i can be infected from node j (see [25] ).
The test instances are similar to those used in recent epidemics papers [22, 25] . The instances differ in terms of the number of scenarios (5,000 or 10,000), the reliability level enforced (0.8, 0.85, 0.9, 0.95), the density of the graph (10%, 20%), the maximum degree for each node in the graph (5, 10) , and the ratio of the number of infected nodes to the number of uncompromised nodes (10%, 20%, 40%).
Algorithmic Methods
The reformulations presented in sections 3.1 and 3.2 are nonconvex MINLP problems. Solving problems of this type to optimality is in general difficult. Many solution techniques for MINLP have been proposed. The surveys [8, 26, 43] give a good overview of several of these methods, and additional information can be found in [31, 60, 61] .
The method of choice for solution is the spatial Branch-and-Bound, based on convexification using linear relaxations of the problem and applying usual Branch-and-Bound or Branch-and-Cut techniques for solving the resulting MILP. There are several software available based on this method, commercial ones (Baron [57] , Lindoglobal [44] ) or open-source (Couenne [9, 17] ). The complexity of dealing with nonlinear problems makes the performance of the solvers very unpredictable. In addition, mathematically equivalent reformulations of an instance can also result in solution times orders of magnitude apart. The goal of this section is to illustrate how reformulation selection and customization of a solver can help solve problems involving chance constraints. We base our experiments on the open-source solver Couenne, as having access to the source code allows for experiments that could not be conducted with the other software. Due to the large number of implementation options, there is no guarantee that conclusions drawn for Couenne are valid for another software, but it is likely that experimenting similarly with another software would yield wide range of solution times and that default settings can be dramatically improved when solving a very specific MINLP type of instances, such as those of interest here.
Couenne Reformulation and Bound Tightening
This section presents very briefly the framework implemented in Couenne. For more details, the interested reader is referred to [7, 9, 17] . Couenne has many options that can be activated or disabled using an option file named couenne.opt. A file with default settings is provided with the code. All comments in this section refer to the code in [18] .
We assume that the reader is familiar with the Branch-and-bound framework for MILP, including reliability branching [1] and strong branching [2] . The extension of Branch-and-Bound to nonlinear programs requires two essential additional components. The first one is the construction of a linear relaxation of the feasible set, the second one is dealing with the fact that branching on continuous variables might be needed (for example, to find the global optimum of a nonconvex problem having only continuous variables).
To construct the linear relaxation of the problem, Couenne first builds an acyclic directed graph representing the nonlinear expressions appearing in the instance. Each node v of the graph represents a mathematical operation f v (from a fixed set) using all the immediate successors x v 1 , . . . , x v t of v. A variable x v is associated with v and the equality x v = f v (x v 1 , . . . , x v t ) is associated with v. Since the possible operations f v () are known, a linear programming convexification of the feasible set of each of them is also known. This linearization is essentially the convex hull of feasible solutions of
and depends on the upper and lower bounds of all the involved variables. If the function f is not linear, Couenne associates a nonlinear object to the node v. Note that imposing integrality on a variable is one such nonlinearity and the corresponding object is called an integer object. Once all auxiliary variables x v are introduced, we get the Couenne reformulation of the problem. Tighter bounds on the variables lead to tighter linear relaxations, making bound tightening a crucial operation. Several options for performing bound tightening are implemented. Bounds on variable x k can be obtained by minimizing and maximizing the value of x k over the current linear relaxation of the problem. This procedure is called optimality based bound tightening (OBBT). It is the most effective bound-tightening technique, but is expensive as it involves solving 2n LPs for a problem with n variables. The frequency at which OBBT is used is controlled by the value of the parameter log num obbt per level. At a node at depth k of the enumeration tree, OBBT is applied with probability min{1, 2 k }. The default settings for OBBT are: optimality bt yes log num obbt per level 1 A weaker but much faster procedure, called feasibility based bound tightening (FBBT), is also available. It amounts to bound propagation through the expression tree. The default settings for FBBT is:
feasibility bt yes
Finally, an aggressive FBBT procedure, called ABT, using information from the solution of the nonlinear continuous relaxation for the problem is also available. The frequency at which ABT is used is controlled by the value of the parameter log num abt per level in a way similar to the control of OBBT. The default settings for ABT is:
aggressive fbbt yes log num abt per level 2
Precision on the solution
Requirement on the precision of the solution is set to 10 −6 , meaning that any linear or nonlinear expression in the Couenne reformulation must have an absolute violation smaller than that number for a solution to be considered feasible. Ideally, one would like to find a solution feasible (within tolerances) for the initial formulation, but as Couenne works with its reformulation, it might obtain a solution satisfying all constraints of the reformulation within tolerances, while taking the values of the original variables in that solution does not give a solution of the original formulation within tolerances. For example, if the original formulation has a constraint x 1 x 2 + x 3 x 4 = 1, the Couenne reformulation is
The solution x 1 = x 3 = 0.5, x 2 = x 4 = 1 + 10 −6 + 10 −7 , w 1 = w 2 = 0.5 is feasible within tolerances for the reformulation, but this is not the case for x 1 = x 3 = 0.5, x 2 = x 4 = 1 + 10 −6 + 10 −7 for the initial formulation. On the other hand, the Couenne reformulation sometimes imposes more precision on the original variables than the initial formulation. For example, if x 1 , x 2 are binary variables while 100 ≥ x 3 ≥ 0 is continuous and the initial formulation contains the equation (100x 1 + x 2 )x 3 = 1, the Couenne reformulation is
with the additional requirement that w 1 must be integer. Adding this requirement is in general beneficial, as it strengthen bound tightening operations and branching. However, the solution x 1 = 1 + 10 −6 , x 2 = −10 −6 , x 3 = 10 −2 is within tolerances for the initial formulation while 100x 1 +x 2 = 100+10 −4 −10 −6 is not within precision to be considered integer.
Couenne of course checks if any solution it runs into is feasible within tolerance for the initial formulation. Couenne updates the upper bound when this is the case, but it has still to process the node if its lower bound does not match the upper bound. For most problems, this has little practical impact, the difference in objective value of slightly infeasible solutions being close to each other. However, to avoid having Couenne branch sometimes very deep to obtain a matching upper and lower bound we set a tolerance for the final gap between upper and lower bounds to 0.5% of the upper bound using the option bonmin.allowable fraction gap 0.005
Scaling of constraints and objective function
As the precision of the solution is set to 10 −6 , and Couenne does not rescale the constraints or variables, the scaling of the original constraints is very important. For the facility location problem instances, the demand for commodities varies a lot between locations (i.e., between 10 and 15000 units), and its magnitude differs from the values taken by the decision variables representing the coordinates of the opened facilities and the distances between demand points and facilities. We have rescaled the demand so that it takes value in (0, 100]. The problem instances corresponding to the epidemic propagation model 4.3 did not need any scaling.
Strong Branching vs. Osi Branching
Deciding on which variable to branch is a crucial and difficult decision, more so in spatial Branch-andBound than in "regular" Branch-and-Bound where usually branching variables are selected among the integer ones. At a given node of the Branch-and-Bound, Couenne computes the optimal solutionx to the linear relaxation at the node, scans the nonlinear objects, and flags the violated ones (i.e., those for which
. It then has two major options to select the branching variable:
• Osi branching. With this option, Couenne essentially selects a most violated nonlinear object, applies rules to select one variable involved in the object, and chooses a way to split the current domain of the variable in two parts. This is very fast, but usually provides a poor choice of branching variable. On easy problems, this option might be the fastest, but on hard problems this is rarely the case.
• Strong branching. As for MILP, strong branching in Couenne works by building a list of candidate branchings, compute the lower bounds resulting of each of the branchings and then select the most promising one according to a scoring function. The candidate selection is quite involved. It may use essentially two methods:
-Reliability Branching. Introduced by Achterberg et al. [1] in the context of MILP, it can be generalized to MINLP, but this generalization is far from unique. It relies on the idea of pseudo-cost, but computation of reliable pseudo-cost is very challenging for MINLP. Couenne implementation of pseudo-cost is unsatisfactory and we disable it, turning reliability branching into strong branching.
-Violation Transfer. Proposed by Tawarmalani and Sahinidis [61] , its implementation in Couenne is a variant of the original version, due to internal constraints on the branching selection process in Couenne. The basic idea is to scan the violated objects and attribute part of the violation of the object to each of the variables involved in the corresponding expression. The reader might consult [9, 61] for details.
The choice between Osi and Strong branching is made using one of the two options variable selection osi-simple variable selection osi-strong
With the latter option, candidates can be selected using reliability branching or violation transfer using respectively one of the options branching object var obj branching object vt obj
If strong branching is used, the parameters for selecting the number of candidates to consider at the root (say, 30) and at other nodes of the enumeration tree (say, 20) are set using the options bonmin.number strong branch root 30 bonmin.number strong branch 20
Disabling the use of pseudo-costs for all practical purposes can be done using bonmin.number before trust 1000000
Branching First on Classes of Variables
When using strong branching, the candidate selection is a rule involving a mix of a priority order on the nonlinear objects (integer objects being preferred), and a usefulness criterion, trying to estimate the impact of branching on the object. It turns out that, for some classes of problems, selecting as candidates for strong branching only violated integer objects when some are violated, and using other nonlinear objects only when all integer objects are satisfied is much better than the default candidate selection. While it is possible to select different priority for continuous and integer variables in the couenne.opt file, this does not guarantee that branching will occur on an integer variable when one violated integer object exists. It only guarantees that the strong branching candidate list will be first filled with violated integer objects and if space in the list is still available, then additional variables involved in violated noninteger object might be selected. We implemented the requirement that branching on an integer variable with fractional value in the current LP solution must occur if one exist by modifying the strong branching candidate selection. We call this modification Branching First on Integer (BFI). Branching candidates selected by Couenne are always among variables appearing in a nonlinear object. The justification for this is that all linear constraints of the problem are in the linear relaxation used by Couenne, so branching to make sure that all nonlinear expressions are satisfied is sufficient for correctness. But in specific situations, branching on variables that are not involved in any nonlinear expression is far superior (see in Section 6.1). Modifications to the code of Couenne to implement this option are non trivial. We coded this option by modifying the strong branching candidate selection and the computations of violations for nonlinear objects and call it Branching for Facility Location (BFL).
Tight Variable Bounds
Variables with no lower or no upper bounds create numerical problems for bound propagation. As much as possible, giving finite bounds on all variables is advisable and can make a huge performance difference. For each instance considered in this paper, we have computed the tightest lower and upper bounds that can be assigned a priori to each decision variable and have explicitly listed these bounds in the initial formulation provided to Couenne.
Computational Results
In this section, we evaluate the empirical strength of the proposed reformulation and algorithmic methods for the applications described in Section 4.
The binarization process employed for deriving the proposed MILP formulations is implemented in C++. The AMPL modeling language is used to formulate the mathematical programming problems. The mixed-integer programming formulations are solved with the Cplex 12.6 solver and the mixed-integer nonlinear programming ones (with nonconvex continuous relaxations) are solved with the Couenne solver. The machine used is a 64 bits PowerEdge R515 with twelve AMD Opteron 4176 2.4GHz processors, of which we used only one, with 64GB of memory, the Linux Fedora 19 operating system, and gcc version 4.8.2 20131212 (Red Hat 4.8.2-7) compiler.
Stochastic Facility Location Model -Part I: Trilinear Terms with Two Continuous and One Binary Variables
This section describes the steps typically needed when trying to evaluate the strength of various MINLP formulations and algorithmic options using the Couenne solver. We start with the default solvers dubbed St and Tr (out-of-the-box codes from [19] (stable version) and [18] (trunk version)) and continues with two new variants Trb and Trb-I of the latter, altering the strong branching code in both and in addition with Trb-I using branching first on integer variables (BFI) as described in Section 5.5. All solvers use strong branching for branching decisions. Unless otherwise specified, the parameters for maximum cpu time, branching object type, relative optimal gap, strong branching, and bound tightening are set as follows (see Section 5.1 for the explanation of the parameters). All other parameters are set to their default value:
• time limit 9000
• bonmin.allowable fraction gap 0.005
• branching object vt obj
• bonmin.number strong branch root 20
• bonmin.number strong branch 2
• bonmin.number before trust 1000000
• feasibility bt yes
• optimality bt no
Preliminary Results with Defaults Solvers
For the Facility Location Problem with possible split satisfaction of demands described in Section 4.2, the basic formulation is M1 containing trilinear terms that are products of a binary variable (γ j , from the discretization of the stochastic variable) with two continuous variables (h id , for the distance between facility i and demand point d, and y id , for the fraction of the demand of customer d satisfied by facility i).
As discussed in Section 3.2, the reformulations M2-2 are expected to work better than the reformulation M1. However, results obtained by the four codes St, Tr, Trb, and Trb-I on M1 and M2-2 are horrible, none of the codes solving any of the instances within the time limit of 9,000 seconds.
Nonlinear Branch-and-Bound Algorithms Trb-L and Trb-L-I
When studying the branching decisions made during the tests with Trb and Trb-I, we noticed that the codes branch often on variables h id or y id . Due to bound propagation techniques used by Couenne and the presence of equations (54), it should be much better to branch on variables a i or b i instead of h id . Indeed, a i and b i are involved in equation (54) for all customers and reducing the range of one of them will, in general, reduce the ranges of all variables h id for all d. On the other hand, branching on variable h id for one particular d might reduce or not the range for variable a i or b i and is likely to induce far less bound tightening. This option is called Branching for Facility Location (BFL). A second improvement is generated by the following simple observation. Let R be the ranges of all variables h id at a node of the enumeration tree. Let G(R) be the bipartite graph whose vertices corresponds to the facilities and demand points and containing an edge between facility i and demand point d if and only if the range of variable h id excludes both 0 and 1, i.e. if and only if h id must take a fractional value in any feasible solution. Then there exists an optimal solution with ranges S such that G(S ) is acyclic. Thus, any node of the enumeration tree for which G(R) is not acyclic can be pruned.
Based on these two observations, we modified the codes of Trb and Trb-I such that when Couenne wishes to include a variable h id in its strong branching candidates, it includes either a i or b i instead (the one with largest range) and prune nodes according to the second observation. This gives us two new codes specifically designed to solve these facility location instances named Trb-L and Trb-L-I. Note that Trb-L-I applies first BFL and if no variable is selected, then it uses BFI, and then regular candidate selection.
Results with Trb-L and Trb-L-I
We characterize each problem instance with the notation bB cC M p Ω, where b is the number of binary variables in the trilinear terms, c is the number of continuous variables in the trilinear terms, M is the number of facilities to be opened, p is the enforced reliability level, and Ω is the number of scenarios used to represent the joint distribution of the random variables. Table 1 clearly shows that both formulations M2-1 and M2-2 are superior to M1. Only 4 instances can be solved in three hours with the M1 formulation. Solving M2-2 with Trb-L is clearly the formulation-algorithm combination that works best.
We evaluate the difficulty of solving a problem instances in terms of the computational time and the number of instances that could not be solved to optimality within 3 hours. The cpu time and number of unsolved instances increase with the number M of facilities that are opened and as the probability level p decreases. This is expected as this is directly related to the number of trilinear terms in the reformulation.
On the other hand, note that the cpu time and number of unsolved instances is not much impacted by the number of scenarios used to represent uncertainty. The first 12 instances in Table 1 and the last 12 can be paired in the obvious way such that the only difference in a pair is the number of scenarios used, 5,000 vs. 10,000. If both instances in a pair can be solved within the time limit, the instance using 10,000 scenarios requires about 25% more cpu time than its mate, far from the typical super-linear increase for other methods (see, e.g., the method proposed in [34] for linear stochastic inequalities with random righthand sides and deterministic technology matrix). This is a major advantage of the proposed method. This reflects the fact the employed Boolean method employed provides reformulations in which the number of included binary variables does not depend directly on the number of scenarios. This further translates into the fact that the number of trilinear terms involving these binary variables is not a function of the number of scenarios.
When formulation M2-2 is passed to Couenne, it breaks the trilinear term h id · y id · γ d by creating a new variable for v id = h id · y id and then a variable z id = v id · γ d . Another possibility is to introduce in M2-2 a new variable v id = γ d · y id and apply a McCormick reformulation on these equalities and then a variable z id = v id · h id . This gives us formulation M2-2-MC1. A third possibility is to introduce in M2-2 a new variable v id = γ d · h id and apply a McCormick reformulation on these equalities and then a variable z id = v id · y id . This gives us formulation M2-2-MC2. Table 2 gives the results obtained by Trb-L on the formulations M2-2, M2-2-MC1, and M2-2-MC2. It is worth noting that Trb-L-I does not perform well on the M2-2-MC1, and M2-2-MC2 formulations, being unable to solve any of the instances. Performances on M2-2 are slightly better than with M2-2-MC2, and much better than with M2-2-MC1.
At first sight, it is surprising to observe such a difference between the reformulations M2-2-MC1 and M2-2-MC2. Both involve the incorporation of the same number of auxiliary variables due to the linearization of bilinear terms with the McCormick approach. One likely reason for the difference is that since Trb-L looks first at violated nonlinear objects involving variables h id , in M2-2-MC1 it might branch on the objects z id = v id · h id while the variables v id are not set to values close to satisfy v id = γ d · y id . This creates useless branches. On the other hand, in M2-2-MC2, Trb-L branches more logically first on the objects v id = γ d · h id and only when these objects are satisfied, it moves on to branching on the objects z id = v id · y id . This type of ordering information between objects is available in Couenne, but is not used in branching decisions. This observation might lead to improvement in branching decisions in nonlinear solvers as it has relevance beyond the very specific instances at hand.
Next, we investigate the effect of changing some of the parameters of Trb-L. First, we look at three settings for the following parameters:
• bonmin.number strong branch root: 30, 20 or 10
• bonmin.number strong branch: 10, 5, or 2.
This gives us 9 parameter settings labeled (a, b) where a (resp. b) is the value for the first (resp. second) parameter. The results are in Table 8 in the appendix. The variation in the results are not dramatic, with a difference of about 10% in computing time between best and worst, but the number of instances not solved (8) is smallest for the settings of (10, 10) , the other variants having a number of unsolved instances ranging between 9 and 11.
Finally, we look at variations of the bound tightening options of Couenne, namely • feasibility bt: yes or no
• optimality bt: yes or no.
This gives us 4 parameter settings, labeled "yy", "yn", "ny", and "nn", the first letter referring to the setting of feasibility bt. The results are similar to those for varying the strong branching parameters (see Table 9 in the appendix), with the setting "yn" being the fastest by a small margin but solving 16 out of 24 instances within the time limit, all other variants solving fewer.
Stochastic Facility Location Model -Part II: Trilinear Terms with Two Binary and One Continuous Variables
When the demand of a customer is required to be satisfied from a single facility (see Section 4.1), we obtain a problem with trilinear terms identical to those in the previous section, but each term has now two binary and one continuous variables. We start with testing the four codes described in the previous section, together with the Stable and Tr codes on the formulation M2-2, that proved to be vastly superior to M1 in the previous section. Table 3 shows that the codes branching first on integer variables (Trb-I and Trb-L-I) dominates the other, and between these two, the latter is the best on formulation M2-2. We nevertheless present tests for both codes on alternative formulations, due to the difficulty of estimating the importance of branching first on integer variables, as Trb-I does, or first on facility coordinates and then integer variables as Trb-L-I does.
We now report the results for three reformulations of M2-2 obtained by using McCormick linearizations of various bilinear terms:
• formulation M2-2-MC0 obtained by introducing in M2-2 a new variable v id = h id ·y id and applying the McCormick reformulation on these equalities.
• formulation M2-2-MC1 obtained by introducing in M2-2 a new binary variable v id = γ d · y id and applying the McCormick reformulation on these equalities.
• formulation M2-2-MC2 obtained by introducing in M2-2 a new variable v id = γ d · h id and applying the McCormick reformulation on these equalities.
The last two reformulations are identical to those presented in the previous section except that here variables y are binary, justifying that we re-use these names. Table 4 shows that the reformulation M2-2-MC0 improves results of Trb-L-I significantly. Note that the discussion on performances of Trb-L-I on M2-2-MC1 and M2-2-MC2 in the previous section seems to be pertinent here: M2-2-MC0 and M2-2-MC2 are expected to perform better than M2-2-MC1 due to prioritization of branching. In additions, M2-2-MC0 introduces fewer nonlinear objects and this is probably the explanation for its better performances. Table 5 shows that the reformulation M2-2-MC0 improves results of Trb-I even more, so that on this formulation Trb-I is clearly the best performer. It is difficult to explain why the performances of Trb-I on M2-2-MC1-1 are so much worse than on the other two formulations. The McCormick reformulation used to obtain M2-2-MC1-1 gives the convex hull of the feasible points for the three binary variables involved. One might expect that this would lead to a easier problem to solve, as the nonlinear constraints become quadratic instead of trilinear, but this is not the case. Next, we investigate the effect of changing two of the strong branching parameters as explained in the previous section. For both Trb-I and Trb-L-I the settings (10, 2) are best. For average cpu time, difference between best and worst setting is a factor of up to 3, with the best setting solving all instances (see Table 10 and 11 in the appendix for full details.)
Finally, we look at variations of the bound tightening options feasibility bt and optimality bt, as described in the previous section. For Trb-L-I, the best options are "yn" by a small margin. For Trb-I all settings are more or less equivalent (see Table 12 and 13 in the appendix for full details).
As aforementioned, we can apply two rounds of McCormick linearizations if the trilinear terms include at least two binary variables. We can then obtain the MIP linear formulation M3 that can be solved with Cplex. Note that Cplex is about eight times faster than Couenne on average.
Stochastic Epidemics Propagation Model: Trilinear Terms with Products of Three Binary Variables
For the epidemics problem instances, we only report the results obtained by solving the MIP linear reformulation obtained by applying two rounds of McCormick linearizations with the Cplex solver. All instances are solved in about 8 seconds on average. This is much faster than anything that can be obtained using Couenne. In general, using an MILP reformulation and Cplex is likely to be the fastest way to solve instances of this type.
Conclusion
This paper present reformulations, algorithms, and empirical guidelines for solving a complex class of probabilistically constrained stochastic programming problems QM. To our knowledge, it is the first study that proposes a method to solve that class of stochastic nonlinear programming problems. This class covers applications in multiple areas ranging from epidemiology [22, 25] , transportation [27] , supply chain [50] , natural gas and refinery [42] , or energy [38] , to name a few. The proposed reformulation method is particularly appealing, since: (i) it can tackle any type of dependency between random variables; (ii) it is applicable in a uniform way if the stochastic inequalities are linear, quadratic, or include polynomials of higher degree; (iii) the size of the reformulation, and in particular the number of binary variables and nonlinear terms do not increase linearly with the number of scenarios used to represent uncertainty. The theoretical contributions of this study span across the stochastic, mixed-integer nonlinear and Boolean programming disciplines. We propose a Boolean programming approach to derive deterministic reformulations for problems in QM with trilinear inequalities with terms involving the product of two decision variables with one random variable. We classify problems in QM according to the types (continuous or binary) of decision variables appearing in the trilinear terms.
We evaluate computationally the performance of the proposed reformulations on facility location and epidemic propagation problems, covering the three main problem classes in QM. For problems with trilinear terms involving two continuous decision variables, we modify the behavior of the generic solver Couenne and improve its performances dramatically. We show how the knowledge of the inner-working of a software can give clues on how to improve its performances on a particular class of problems.
We also derive potential explanations for the superiority of some reformulations over others. These observations, if valid in a larger context, could help in developing rules-of-thumbs for selecting reformulations for MINLP problems. We also evaluate several priority order for selecting branching variables and observe that matching the formulation used and the branching rule is important. When a problem in QM has trilinear terms that involve at least one binary decision variable, our advice is to use two rounds of McCormick linearization to obtain an MILP problem that can be solved with an MILP solver such as Cplex. If both decision variables appearing in the trilinear terms are continuous, we observe that the best option is problem dependent. This should serve as a reminder that a fair empirical comparison between a tailored made code with a generic solver such as Couenne on a class of instances is difficult to obtain, as minor modifications of the generic code might improve its performances dramatically. Variations of the bound tightening options of Couenne, namely
• feasibility bt: yes or no
This gives us 4 parameter settings, labeled "yy", "yn", "ny", and "nn", the first letter referring to the setting of feasibility bt. 
